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The DDA and Doc M explained

The revised disability discrimination act of October 2004 requires: ‘That all suppliers of services, goods and facilities to the general public must remove all physical barriers where deemed reasonable’. Some of the key requirements for Doc M are explained below. For full information please refer to Armitage Shanks Doc M Solutions brochure or Doc M of the Building regulations.

So if you are offering or required to offer toilet facilities to your customers, clients or employees, you must make reasonable provision for everyone of all levels of ability including wheelchair users. Failure to do could result in litigation.

Washrooms
Where you have a washroom with more than one toilet you will need a standard unisex Doc M pack by the main washroom.

Washrooms Cubicles
Washrooms must offer different types of cubicle.
- Standard Cubicles
- At least one ambulant cubicles per washroom
- For every four cubicles (including ambulant) you must have an enlarged cubicle.

Public Shower Facilities
If you are offering showering facilities at least one should be wheelchair accessible.

Special Requirements
- All taps must be thermostatically protected with the hot water discharging at a maximum temperature of 41 degrees C
- Sanitaryware, wall and floors must all contrast with each other. The standard stipulates a contrast value of 30 point difference in the Light reflectance value (LRV) between the surface finish of the sanitaryware, taps and grab rails with the background walls and floor.

The Colour RAL and LRV values are laid out below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour/Finish</th>
<th>RAL</th>
<th>LRV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>9016</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>5011</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>7005</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charcoal</td>
<td>7016</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- All tap controls, flushing devices and door handles must be capable of being operated with a closed fist.

For full details on Doc M refer to the Armitage Shanks Doc M Solutions brochure.
**Doc M Close Coupled Left Or Right Hand Packs**

Doc M pack, specifically designed to meet latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user. These packs have a left hand or right hand single taphole basin specific to that need. Taps have copper tails.

**Delivered in one box**
- Lantac approved
- BS8300 compliant
- Option for blue seat & rails
- Other seat and rail colour options available

**Material**
- Vitreous China

**Weight**
- Close Coupled Doc M Pack 69.7kg

**Colours/Finishes**
- Available in White (AC), Stainless Steel (MY), Blue (UL)

**Standards**
- Vitreous china to BS3402. Contour 21 mixer A4169(AA) to TMV3

**Options**
- S6966(AC) Doc M Contour 21 close coupled left hand corner pack, WC pan, 75cm projection with floor fixing kit
- S6967(AC) Close Coupled Doc M pack. All Doc M packs are specifically designed to meet latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user.

**Special notes**
- Doc M packs are available both right and left hand corner arrangement. Illustrated is left hand arrangement. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance.
**Doc M**

**Back To Wall Left Or Right Hand Packs**

Doc M pack, specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user. These packs have a left hand or right hand single tap hole basin specific to that need. Taps have copper tails as these are preferred in many applications. TMV3 approved basin mixer to help prevent scalding with integral thermostat to reduce legionella risk.

Delivered in one box

**Other seat and rail colour options available**

LANTAC approved

BS8300 compliant

**Material**

Vitreous China

**Weight**

BTV Doc M Pack 69.7kg

**Colours/Finishes**

Available in Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY), White (AC)

**Standards**

Vitreous china to BS3402. Contour 21 mixer

*A4169(AA) to TMV*

**Options**

S6969(LI) Doc M Contour 21 back to wall right hand corner pack, rimless WC pan, water saving delay fill Conceala cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also in Stainless Steel (MY), White (AC)),

**Special notes**

Doc M packs are available both right and left hand corner arrangement, illustrated is left hand arrangement. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance. Pan incorporates full outlet pipe that extends beyond the pan to allow for easier installation and inspection of pipe seal once installed.

---

**Doc M**

**Back To Wall Individual Items**

Individual items for LH Doc M standard pack to wall pack, choosing the optional washbasin from individual items gives items for RH Doc M standard pack. All Doc M packs are specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user.

**Notes:**
- Left hand corner installation illustrated
- This layout is only suitable where it is not the only toilet facility within the building
- Wall and floor finishes must contrast visually
- Wall finish must contrast with grab rails and sanitary fittings
- Emergency lighting must be provided
- Lever action tap supplied
- Door is to be fitted with light action privacy bolts with emergency release mechanisms
- The wc pan is capable of accepting variable height toilet seats
- Any fire alarm emits a visual and audible signal to warn occupants with hearing or visual impairments
- Any emergency assistance alarm system has:
  - Visual and audible indicators to confirm that an emergency call has been received
  - A reset control reachable from a wheelchair and the WC or from the wheelchair and the shower/ changing seat
  - A signal that is distinguishable visually and audibly from the fire alarm

**For complete pack use pack codes on previous page**

**For individual items use codes below**

Illustrated

S3116 Contour 21 back to wall rimless raised height WC, pan, 75cm projection with horizontal outlet

S3621 Conceala 2 cistern 4.5 or 6 litre single flush syphon bottom supply and internal overflow, alternative height plastic flushbends no lever

S4066 Contour 21 seat no cover, top fixing hinges and retaining buffers (Available in White (01), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Charcoal (RN))

S4516 Lever flushing spatula for Conceala cistern

S4302 Contour 21 flushpipe constructed, necessary for installation

S2474 Contour 37cm handrinse washbasin right hand taphole no overflow or chainstay hole, bottom outlet

A4469 Contour 21 washbasin mixer thermostatic 1 hole, single sequential long lever, copper tube inlet

S5910 Hangers concealed, Steel

S5910 Trap ½” plastic bottle, 75mm seal, multi-purpose outlet

S5810 Waste ½” plastic strainer, dished pattern 80mm unslotted tail

S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

S6452 Contour 21 grab rail straight 45cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

S6360 Contour 21 hinged support rail 80 x 35mm diameter, Doc M Compliant (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

S6363 Toilet roll holder for Contour 21 hinged arm rail (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

S6466 Contour 21 back support rail for 75mm projection WC, 40 x 22 x 35mm diameter tube (Available In White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

S6884 Cushion for back support with clips, new design

**Standards**

Vitreous china to BS3402

**Special notes**

For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. For right hand corner arrangement substitute hand rinse washbasin S247351 for S247401. 600mm grab rail S6454 x 4 for room set. 450mm grab rail S6452 is for back of door
Doc M Wall Mounted Left Or Right Hand Packs

Doc M wall mounted pack with rimless WC. Specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user. These packs have a left hand or right hand single taphole basin specific to that need. Taps have copper tails as these are preferred in many applications.

**Delivered in one box**

**LANTAC approved**

**Wall mounted rimless WC**

**Other seat and rail options available**

BS8300 compliant

Dual flush concealed cistern

**Illustrated**

S6972(AA) Doc M Contour 21 wall mounted left hand corner pack, rimless WC pan and support brackets, water saving dual flush. Conceala cistern, grab rails, luxury back support, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also available in Stainless Steel (MY))

**Material**

Vitreous China

**Weight**

Wall Mounted Doc M Pack 69.7kg

**Colours/Finishes**

Available in Chromium plated (AA), Stainless Steel (MY)

**Standards**

Vitreous china to BS3402. Contour 21 mixer A4169(AA) to TMV3

**Options**

S6973(AA) Doc M Contour 21 wall mounted right hand corner pack, rimless WC pan and support brackets, water saving dual flush Conceala cistern, grab rails, luxury back support, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also available in Stainless Steel (MY))

**Special notes**

Doc M packs are available both right and left hand corner arrangement, illustrated is left hand arrangement. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance

---

**Doc M Wall Mounted Individual Items**

Individual items for LH Doc M wall mounted pack, choosing the optional washbasin from individual items gives items for RH Doc M wall mounted pack. All Doc M packs are specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user.

**Illustrated**

S3078 Contour 21 rimless wall mounted WC pan with horizontal outlet, 75cm projection

S9113 Support bracket for wall mounted WC raised height with bolts

S5636 Conceala 2 cistern delay fill 4.5/3 litre dual flush valve bottom supply and internal overflow, alternative height plastic flushbends, no flushplate

S4066 Contour 21 seat no cover, top fixing hinges and retaining buffers (Available in White (01), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN))

S4302 Contour 21 flushpipe constructed, necessary for installation

S4397 Contemporary flush plate dual flush, Armitage Shanks logo for Conceala 2 cisterns (Also in Brushed Nickel (BNI))

S2474 Contour 21 37cm handrinse washbasin right hand taphole no overflow or chainstay hole, bottom outlet

A4169 Contour 21 washbasin mixer thermostatic 1 hole, single sequential long lever, copper tube inlet

S9110 Hangers concealed, Steel

S8720 Waste 1¼” brass strainer waste, 80mm unobstructed tail

S8900 Trap 1¼” metal bottle, 75mm seal, outlet screwed 1¼” BSP male with compression nut and ring

S6484 Contour 21 Contemporary grab rail 60cm long (Available in Chromium plated (AA), Stainless Steel Finish (MY))

S6486 Contour 21 Contemporary grab rail 45cm long (Available in Chromium plated (AA), Stainless Steel Finish (MY))

S6362 Contemporary 21 hinged support rail, 80cm Doc M Compliant (Available in Chromium plated (AA), Stainless Steel (MY))

S6637(AC) Multi-System back support, white

N1514 Conceal toilet roll holder

**Standards**

Vitreous china to BS3402. Contour 21 mixer A4169(AA) to TMV3

**Options**

S4303 Contour 21 outlet extension connector for 70/75cm WC pan outlet

**Special notes**

For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. For right hand corner arrangement substitute S247301 for S247401. 600mm grab rail S6484 x 4 for room set 450mm grab rail S6486 is for back of door
Sensorflow Wall Mounted Left Or Right Hand Packs

Doc M wall mounted pack with rimless WC. Specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user. These packs have a left hand or right hand single taphole basin specific to that need. TMV3 approved underbasin thermostatic mixer valve.

Water saving delay fill 4.5 litre Sensorflow WC cistern.

Sensorflow Wall Mounted Individual Items

Individual items for LH Doc M Sensorflow pack, choosing the optional washbasin from individual items gives items for RH Doc M Sensorflow pack. All Doc M packs are specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user. These packs have a left hand or right hand single taphole basin specific to that need.
Doc M

Standard Left Or Right Hand Hand Packs

Doc M pack, specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user. These packs have a left hand or right hand single taphole basin specific to that need. Taps have copper tails as these are preferred in many applications. TMV3 approved basin mixer to help prevent scalding with integral thermostat to reduce legionella risk.

Delivered in one box
Other seat and rail colour options available
LANTAC approved
BS8300 compliant
Illustrated
5698/4(AC) Doc M Standard low level left hand corner pack, WC with spacer box low level cistern, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, Also available in Blue (LI)
Material
Vitreous China
Weight
Low Level Doc M Pack 70.0Kg
Colours/Finishes
Available in White (AC), Blue (LI)
Standards
Vitreous china to BS3402 Contour 21 mixer A4169(AC) to TMV3
Options
5698/5(AC) Doc M Standard low level right hand corner pack, WC with spacer box low level cistern, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, Also available in Blue (LI)
Special notes
Doc M packs are available both right and left hand corner arrangement, illustrated is left hand arrangement. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance.

Doc M

Standard Individual Items

Individual items for LH Doc M standard back to wall pack, choosing the optional washbasin from individual items gives items for RH Doc M standard pack. All Doc M packs are specifically designed to latest recommendations which call for the tap to be positioned more conveniently on the side of the basin closest to the seated user.

For complete pack use pack code S6984 & S6985
For individual items use codes below

Illustrated
S3057 Contour 21 back to wall rimless raised height WC pan with horizontal outlet
S3060 Group low level cistern 6 litre single flush syphon side supply and internal overflow, cp lever (fittings reversible)
S4066 Contour 21 seat no cover, top fixing hinges and retaining buffers (Available in White (O1), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN))
S4658 Plastic one piece offset flushbend for Doc M Standard WC for use with spacer box
S5375 Space box, laminate faced unit with access panel for Ventura
S5953 Restrictor for WC flushpipe
S2474 Contour 21 37m handrinse washbasin right hand taphole no overflow or chainstay hole, bottom outlet
For individual items use codes below

Armature Shanks

1 : 11 : 2 : 10

ARMITAGE SHANKS

1 : 11 : 2 : 11
Peninsular Care Pack

Individual items for Peninsular pack together with larger washbasin to provide improved facility for personal washing. Users can transfer from the left or right side of the WC pan. Blue rails for extra contrast in healthcare to aid visually impaired. TMV3 approved basin mixer to help prevent scalding with integral thermostat to reduce legionella risk. Water saving delay fill 4.5 litre cistern.

Illustrated with Blue rails (LI)
Other seat and rail colour options available
BS8300 compliant
Large washbasin
LANTAC approved

Illustrated
56959(LI) Doc M Contour 21 peninsular care pack close coupled WC pan, water saving delay fill cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, 2 hinged arm support, toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, larger washbasin, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap. Also in Stainless Steel (MY), White (AC).

Material
Vitreous China

Weight
Close Coupled Doc M Pack 69.7kg

Colours/Finishes
Available in White (AC), Stainless Steel (MY), Blue (LI)

Standards
Vitreous china to BS3402 Contour 21 mixer (AA) to TMV3

Special notes
Peninsular care packs require local authority approval as a public facility and should not be the only Doc M facility in a building.

For complete pack use pack codes on previous page
For individual items use codes below

S3054 Contour 21 close coupled raised height WC pan, 75cm projection with floor fixing kit
S3654 Contour 21 close coupled delay fill, syphon cistern 4.5 litre single flush for 75cm projection pan bottom supply and internal overflow, secure cover fastener, no lever
S4420 Spatula cistern lever close coupled
S4066 Contour 21 seat no cover, top fixing hinges and retaining buffers (Available in White (01), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN))
S2293 Portman 21 washbasin 60cm, 1 taphole, no overflow or chainstay hole
S9137 Bracket concealed with clamps and centre waste support for Portman 21 washbasins 60 and 50cm
A4169 Contour 21 washbasin mixer thermostatic 1 hole, single sequential long lever, copper tube inlet
S8734 Waste 1¼” brass swivel plug waste, 80mm unslotted tail
S8910 Trap 1¼” plastic bottle, 75mm seal, multi-purpose outlet
S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
S6452 Contour 21 grab rail straight 45cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
S6360 Contour 21 hinged support rail 80 x 35mm diameter. Doc M compliant (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
S6363 Toilet roll holder for Contour 21 hinged arm rail (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

Standards
Vitreous china to BS3402 Contour 21 mixer (AA) to TMV3

Special notes
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction.
600mm grab rail S6454 x 4 for room set
450mm grab rail S6452 is for back of door
Doc M

Close Coupled Left or Right Hand Packs and Additional Standing Washbasin

The room set is described in Doc M as “Doc M Close Coupled Pack and additional washbasin for standing users”. This provides the Unisex wheelchair toilet facility suitable for use where only one washroom exists within a building.

**Doc M Delivered in one box**

**Other seat and rail colour options available**

BS8300 compliant

**Illustrated**

S6966(AC) Doc M Contour 21 close coupled left hand corner pack, WC pan, water saving delay fill cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also in Stainless Steel (MY), Blue (LI))

**Colours/Finishes**

White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless (MY)

**Standards**

Vitreous china to BS3402

Contour 21 mixer A4169(AA) TMV3 approved

**Options**

S6967(AC) Doc M Contour 21 close coupled left hand corner pack, WC pan, water saving delay fill cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also in Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY))

See next page for additional individual items

---

Doc M

Close Coupled Left or Right Hand Packs and Additional Standing Washbasin

**Individual items**

The room set is described in Doc M as “Doc M Close Coupled Pack and additional washbasin for standing users”. This provides the Unisex wheelchair toilet facility suitable for use where only one washroom exists within a building.

**Doc M Delivered in one box**

**Other seat and rail colour options available**

BS8300 compliant

**Illustrated**

S6966(AC) Doc M Contour 21 close coupled left hand corner pack, WC pan, water saving delay fill cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also in Stainless Steel (MY), Blue (LI))

S2252 Portman 21 washbasin 50cm, 1 taphole, no overflow or chainstay hole

S9137 bracket concealed with clamps and centre waste support for Portman 21 washbasins, 60 and 50cm

A4169 Contour 21 washbasin mixer thermostatic 1 hole, single sequential long lever, copper tube inlet

S8734 Waste 1½” brass swivel plug waste, 80mm unslotted tail

S8910 Trap ½” plastic bottle, 75mm seal

S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

**Colours/Finishes**

White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**

Vitreous china to BS3402

Contour 21 mixer A4169(AA) TMV3 approved

**Options**

S6967(AC) Doc M Contour 21 close coupled right hand corner pack, WC pan, water saving delay fill cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, hinged support rail with toilet roll holder, seat no cover with retaining buffers, copper tails on TMV3 mixer tap (Also in Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY))

**Notes:**

Left hand corner installation illustrated

This layout is only suitable where it is not the only toilet facility within the building

Wall and floor finishes must contrast visually

Wall finish must contrast with grab rails and sanitary fittings

Emergency lighting must be provided

Lever action tap supplied

Door is to be fitted with light action privacy bolts with emergency release mechanisms

The wc pan is capable of accepting variable height toilet seats

Any fire alarm emits a visual and audible signal to warn occupants with hearing or visual impairments

Any emergency assistance alarm system has:

i) Visual and audible indicators to confirm that an emergency call has been received

ii) A reset control reachable from a wheelchair and the WC or from the wheelchair and the shower/ changing seat

iii) A signal that is distinguishable visually and audibly from the fire alarm

For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Room set comprises a Unisex close coupled wheelchair accessible corner arrangement [please S6966 for left hand room corner or S6967 for right hand room corner] and additional items to add a standing height washbasin fixed at 780-800mm from floor to front rim.

600mm grabrail 56454 x 4 for room set

450mm grab rail 56452 is for back of door
Ambulant Back To Wall Or Close Coupled Packs

Equipment for ambulatory accessible WC compartments for walking impaired people. The WCs are DEFRA water technology listed.

Options for white/blue seats and rails
Lantac approved
Optional Stainless Steel rails with grey seat

Material
Vitreous China

Weight
Close Coupled Doc M Pack 69.7kg
Back-to-wall Doc M Pack 69.7kg

Colours/Finishes
Available in White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY)

Standards
Vitreous china to BS3402

Options
56957(AC) Doc M Ambulant care WC pack with Contour 21 rimless back to wall WC, floor fixing kit, Conceala cistern with lever, grab rails, seat no cover with retaining buffers and white plastic clothes hook (Also in Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY))

Special notes
Levers can be fitted on left or right of cisterns. All washrooms must have at least one ambulant accessible wc compartment. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance. See seat and rail pages for individual items colour options

Ambulant Back To Wall Individual Items

Equipment for ambulatory accessible WC compartments for walking impaired people. This installation conforms to Document M of the Building Regulations.

For complete pack use pack codes on previous page
For individual items use codes below

Illustrated
53057 Contour 21 back to wall rimless raised height WC pan with horizontal outlet
53406 Enfasa 2 cistern 4.5 or 6 litre single flush syphon side supply and internal overflow plastic flushbend, long CP lever
56452 Contour 21 grab rail straight 45cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
56454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
56957 Contour 21 back to wall rimless raised height WC pan with horizontal outlet
56958(AC) Doc M Contour 21 Ambulant care WC pack with close coupled WC and cistern with spatula lever, grab rails, seat no cover with retaining buffers and white plastic clothes hook (Also in Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY))

Notes:
- Wall and floor finishes must contrast visually
- Wall finish must contrast with grab rails and sanitary fittings
- Door to be fitted with light action privacy bolts with emergency release mechanisms
- The wc pan is capable of accepting variable height toilet seats
- Doors, handles and other ironmongery, together with provisions for fire safety
  i.e. alarm and escape lighting, while subject to Part M fall outside the remit of Armitage Shanks and this pack

Material
Vitreous China

Weight
Close Coupled Doc M Pack 69.7kg
Back-to-wall Doc M Pack 69.7kg

Colours/Finishes
Available in White (AC), Blue (LI), Stainless Steel (MY)

Standards
Vitreous china to BS3402.

Special notes
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction.
600mm grabrail 56454 x 3 for room set
450mm grabrail 56452 is for back of door
**Doc M**

### Ambulant Close Coupled Individual Items

Equipment for ambulatory accessible WC compartments for walking impaired people. This installation conforms to Document M of the Building Regulations. Water saving delay fill 4.5 litre cistern. Impaired people. This installation conforms to Document M of the Building Regulations. Water saving delay fill 4.5 litre cistern.

**Notes:**
- Wall and floor finishes must contrast visually
- Wall finish must contrast with grab rails and sanitary fittings
- Door to be fitted with light action privacy bolts with emergency release mechanisms
- The wc pan is capable of accepting variable height toilet seats
- Doors, handles and other ironmongery, together with provisions for fire safety i.e. alarm and escape lighting, while subject to Part M fall outside the remit of Armitage Shanks and this pack

**Special notes**
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. 600mm grabrail S6464 x 3 for room set 450mm grabrail S6452 is for back of door

**Colours/Finishes**
Vitreous China (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Material**
Vitreous China

**Weight**
Back-to-wall WC Pan 19.6kg 4.5/3 Litre Cistern 3.0kg

**Illustrated**
S3054 Contour 21 close coupled raised height WC pan, 75cm projection with floor fixing kit S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))

**Colours/Finishes**
Vitreous China (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Material**
Vitreous China

**Weight**
Back to wall WC pan 19.6kg 4.5/3 litre cistern 3.0kg

**Colours/Finishes**
White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel finish (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Special notes**
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Where four or more cubicles are provided in a washroom one of these must be an enlarged cubicle. This cubicle must be in addition to the ambulant disabled cubicle (see page 5:13:2:16) and must be a minimum of 1200mm wide. One horizontal and one vertical grab rail must be supplied to set around the WC. There must also be a space for a shelf and folding changing table, an outward opening door and closing/opening bar on the inside of the door. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance. 600mm grab rail S6454 x 2 for room set 450mm grab rail S6452 for back of door

---

**Doc M**

### Back To Wall Enlarged Cubicle

Equipment for extra wide enlarged WC cubicle suitable for ambulant disabled, people with babies or small children and/or people with large bags/luggage. This installation conforms to Document M of the Building Regulations. The WCs are DEFRA water technology listed.

**Notes:**
- Door to be fitted with light action privacy bolts with emergency release mechanisms
- The wc pan is capable of accepting variable height toilet seats
- The wc pan is capable of accepting variable height toilet seats
- Doors, handles and other ironmongery, together with provisions for fire safety i.e. alarm and escape lighting, while subject to Part M fall outside the remit of Armitage Shanks and this pack

**Special notes**
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. 600mm grabrail S6464 x 3 for room set 450mm grabrail S6452 is for back of door

**Colours/Finishes**
Vitreous China (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Material**
Vitreous China

**Weight**
Back to wall WC pan 19.6kg 4.5/3 litre cistern 3.0kg

**Colours/Finishes**
White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel finish (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Special notes**
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Where four or more cubicles are provided in a washroom one of these must be an enlarged cubicle. This cubicle must be in addition to the ambulant disabled cubicle (see page 5:13:2:16) and must be a minimum of 1200mm wide. One horizontal and one vertical grab rail must be supplied to set around the WC. There must also be a space for a shelf and folding changing table, an outward opening door and closing/opening bar on the inside of the door. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance. 600mm grab rail S6454 x 2 for room set 450mm grab rail S6452 for back of door

---

**Doc M**

### Ambulant Accessible Rimless WC

Illustrated Contour 21 back to wall rimless standard height WC pan with horizontal outlet S3643 Conceala 2 cistern 4.5/3 litre dual flush valve side supply and internal overflow, alternative height plastic flushbends, no flushplate S4504 Contemporary flush plate dual flush, Armitage Shanks logo, stainless steel for Conceala 2 cistems S4606 Contour 21 seat and cover, top fixing hinges (Available in White (01), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Charcoal (RN)) S4607 Contour 21 seat retaining buffers, white S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN)) S5093 Clothes hook Screw to wall, plastic (Available in White (01), Blue (LJ))

**Colours/Finishes**
Vitreous China (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Material**
Vitreous China

**Weight**
Back to wall WC Pan 19.6kg 4.5/3 litre cistern 3.0kg

**Colours/Finishes**
White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LJ), Stainless Steel finish (MY), Charcoal (RN)

**Standards**
Vitreous china to BS3402

**Special notes**
For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Where four or more cubicles are provided in a washroom one of these must be an enlarged cubicle. This cubicle must be in addition to the ambulant disabled cubicle (see page 5:13:2:16) and must be a minimum of 1200mm wide. One horizontal and one vertical grab rail must be supplied to set around the WC. There must also be a space for a shelf and folding changing table, an outward opening door and closing/opening bar on the inside of the door. Supplied with layout drawings, detailing the fixing positions necessary for Doc M compliance. 600mm grab rail S6454 x 2 for room set 450mm grab rail S6452 for back of door
**Doc M**

### WC Cubicle Layout Requirements

Equipment for extra wide enlarged WC cubicle suitable for ambulant disabled, people with babies or small children and/or people with large bags/luggage. This installation conforms to Document M of the Building Regulations.

![WC Cubicle Layout Diagram](image)

### Doc M

**Shower Room Pack**

An installation for use by ambulant disabled, walking impaired and infirm people, providing shower area with slip resistant floor, hinged seat, lever operated mixer, adjustable shower head, shower curtain and grab rails. Thermostatic shower valve TMV3 approved to help prevent scalding. The shower valve and diverter is more suited to duct installation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shower Room Pack</strong></td>
<td>Meets all Doc M Building Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lantac approved</strong></td>
<td>Lever operated mixer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hinged seat</strong></td>
<td>Illustrated S56960(AC) Shower room pack with folding shower seat and back support in grey, 3 x 60cm grab rails, 2 x hinged rails and 2 x 45cm grab rails, lever operated thermostatic mixer for concealed supplies, shower handset holder, handset &amp; hose, fixed short projection shower head, lever operated diverter. (Also in Blue (LI), Charcoal (RN), Grey (LJ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight</strong></td>
<td>Doc M Pack 69.7kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colours/Finishes</strong></td>
<td>Available in White (AC), Blue (LI), Charcoal (RN), Grey (LJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Standards</strong></td>
<td>Contour 21 shower valve A4129(AA) to TMV3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Special notes</strong></td>
<td>For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Fixing heights: Floor to top of shower seat 480mm. Floor to centre of back rest of rail 800mm. Floor to centre of horizontal grab rail 800mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Shower Room Pack Diagram](image)
### Doc M

#### Shower Room Individual Items

Individual items on an installation for use by ambulant disabled, walking impaired and infirm people, providing shower area with slip resistant floor, hinged seat, lever operated mixer, adjustable shower head, shower curtain and grab rails. Thermostatic shower valve TMV3 approved to help prevent scalding. The shower valve and diverter is more suited to duct installation.

**For complete pack use pack codes on previous page**

**For individual items use codes below**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S6632</td>
<td>Shower seat, folding 650mm projection fixed height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6635</td>
<td>Multi-System back support fixed height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6750</td>
<td>Multi-System shower curtain 1200 x 1200mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6751</td>
<td>Contour 21 angled shower curtain rail (Also in Blue (36))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4129</td>
<td>Contour 21 thermostatic built-in shower mixer, lever operated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9313</td>
<td>Short projection shower head for concealed or exposed supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9304</td>
<td>Armaglide 2 handspray, single function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4745</td>
<td>Shower hose, 1.35m long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6919</td>
<td>Lever operated shower diverter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4705</td>
<td>Wall elbow (Also in White (AC), Light Gold Finish (AZ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6454</td>
<td>Contour 21 grab rail straight 600cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6452</td>
<td>Contour 21 grab rail straight 450cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6477</td>
<td>Contour 21 shower handset holder, sliding (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6360</td>
<td>Contour 21 hinged support rail 80 x 35mm diameter, Doc M Compliant (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5093</td>
<td>Clothes hook screw to wall, plastic (Also in Blue (LI))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEM134901</td>
<td>Hose bracket chrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Standards**

- Contour 21 shower valve A4129(AA) to TMV3

**Special notes**

- For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Fixing heights: Floor to top of shower seat 480mm Floor to centre of back rest of rail 800mm Floor to centre of horizontal grab rail 800mm.

#### Changing Area Individual Items

Individual items for a self contained changing area accessible for wheelchair users conforming to the requirements of Document M of the building regulations.

**Wheelchair turning space**

Optional grab rail finishes

**Illustrated**

- S6632(XK) Shower seat, folding 650mm projection fixed height
- S6635(XK) Multi-System back support fixed height
- S6750(AC) Multi-System shower curtain 1200 x 1200mm
- A4129 Contour 21 angled shower curtain rail (Also in Blue (36))
- A4129 Contour 21 thermostatic built-in shower mixer, lever operated
- S9313 Short projection shower head for concealed or exposed supply
- B9304 Armaglide 2 handspray, single function
- E4745 Shower hose, 1.35m long
- L6919 Lever operated shower diverter
- E4705 Wall elbow (Also in White (AC), Light Gold Finish (AZ))
- S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 600cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
- S6452 Contour 21 grab rail straight 450cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
- S6477 Contour 21 shower handset holder, sliding (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN))
- S6360 Contour 21 hinged support rail 80 x 35mm diameter, Doc M Compliant (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
- S5093(AC) Clothes hook screw to wall, plastic (Also in Blue (LI))
- EEM134901 Hose bracket chrome

**Colours/Finishes**

- Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN), Stainless steel (MY), Grey (XX)

**Weight**

- Doc M Pack 69.7kg

**Special notes**

- For LRV and RAL numbers see Doc M introduction. Fixing heights: Floor to top of shower seat 480mm Floor to centre of back rest of rail 800mm Floor to centre of horizontal grab rail 800mm. 600mm grab rail 56454 x 2 hinged grab rail S6360 x 2 for room set 450mm grab rail S6452 is for back of door
Individual items for a self contained changing area accessible for wheelchair users conforming to the requirements of Document.

Wheelchair turning space
Optional grab rail finishes

Urnals accessible to wheelchair users and ambulant disabled.

Meets all Document M Building regulations
Other rail colour options available

Illustrated
S6103 Sandringham wall bowl urinal
S6454 Contour 21 grab rail straight 60cm long x 35mm diameter (Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Stainless Steel Finish (MY), Charcoal (RN))
S6215 Concealed auto cistern 4.5 litre with cover, auto syphon and petcock
S8770 Waste 1½" strainer waste brass with stainless steel dome
S8915 Trap 1½" plastic bottle with 75mm seal
S6226 Flushpipes concealed for 1 bowl urinal
S6265 Spreader, back inlet Sandringham
S9275 Urinal concealed hangers

Material
Vitreous China

Weight
Bowl Urinal 7.5kg
4.5L Auto Cistern 3.0kg

Colours/Finishes
Available in White (AC), Blue (36), Grey (LI), Charcoal (RN), Stainless steel (MY)

Standards
Layout conforms to BS8300:2001 and Document M of the Building Regulations

Special notes
For LRV & RAL numbers see Doc M intro. Wheelchair users may be able to pull themselves to a standing position to use a urinal, or they may be able to use a urinal from their wheelchair. The lower urinal position shown is also beneficial to a person of lower stature. Must be used in wheelchair accessible male washrooms.

Minimum of 2 x 600mm S6454 grab rails